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pernicious of chimeras."x Equality before the law, as regards
purely civic rights, that he understood and approved ; together
with the family, private property and work, they were at the
basis of French society, but equal rights of all to happiness
—Le. to enjoyment of material things with no other limit
than need and capacity for enjoyment—no, a thousand times
no 1 Such an equality is the negation of freedom. Not even if
France becomes a Christian—i.e. an ideal—society would
economic inequalities disappear. " The wealthy would give
themselves up to the relief of suffering; ... the poor would
be resigned to the will of God and to the laws of society; they
would seek in regular and steady work the satisfaction of their
needs; in a moral and provident manner of life for the better-
ment of their lot; in a future promised to man elsewhere for
their consolation and their hope."2 Not much of " social
Christianity " in all this!
For believers in the inevitability and inherent Tightness of
the democratic advance it is satisfactory to think that Guizot's
very blindness to its true nature led him to a completely mis-
taken view of the way of checking its progress, and that his
very hatred of democracy was an essential factor in its advent
to power and his subsequent downfall. Faguet very shrewdly
points out that Guizot's fundamental axiom as to the position
of the middle class rested itself on an error that completely
vitiated the whole system built upon it. What was to him
the hallmark of the middle class ? An income large enough
to make its holder liable to ample taxation. But this is not a
" middle class "; it is a financial aristocracy, an oligarchy
almost, and as such it is bound to be attacked both by the
aristocracy of birth and by the proletariat; its power rests ex-
clusively on prosperity and is liable to shaking and to collapse,
and it cannot be described in practice as really representing
a large share of national interests. It is an essentially insecure
foundation for a would-be Conservative political system.
Was Guizot wrong, therefore, to think there was a solid
middle class on whom his system could rest ? By no means;
1	De la Democratic en France (1849), pp. 9, n, 63.
2	Op. tit., p, 131.

